
PRE-FILTRATION 

 
TCF filters are fully automatic self 
cleaning units and so are well suited  
as pre-filters to finer systems which 
can be sensitive to larger particles.  
 
TCF filters have been used before 
Crypto barriers, as well as many other 
fine filters, extending their useable life, 
and, in the case of RO filters, reducing 
the amount of chemicals used in the 
cleaning process. 
 
Being fully automatic allows the TCF 
filter to be fitted in remote locations, 
and can operate from a small battery, 

Materials of construction:- 
 
Filter coil  stainless steel 
Filter cage  glass filled polypropylene* 
Or    stainless steel    
Housing  stainless steel or plastic 
Valve   polypropylene or stainless steel 
Valve seals  EPDM, or Viton or Nitrile 
 
Other Material :- 
Support brackets stainless steel 
Pump   stainless steel wetted parts 

solar cell or other power source if required.  
 
The unit above is fitted at a Southern Water site, 
protecting membrane filters which feed river 
water to monitors which are very sensitive to 
particulate. 
 
These smaller TCF filters provide a small flow to 
membranes which produce clean water for a 
monitoring station.  
 
On the right is an industrial unit fitted to a factory 
in the West of England.  This filter is used to 
screen out solids before a magnetic filter and bed 
press system, reducing the need to constantly 
change filter mats and protecting the magnetic 
unit from non magnetic particles.  
 
This filter saves thousands of pounds every year.  

Operating Parameters :- 
Maximum pressure up to 10 bar* 
Maximum temperature up to 95°C 
Maximum flow  unlimited 
 
Power supply  100-250Vac 2,3A max 
    12Vdc or 24Vdc 
 
*Other materials available for higher pressures and higher temperatures. 
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Some Working Filters On Site 
 
On the right is a ten pod S2000 filter fitted to the intake at the Royal 
Mint.  This large unit protects sand filters on site, and keeps most of 
the solids out, with a rating of 75 microns.  The unit runs constantly, 
and had lasted well, with only a change of valves after eight years 
solid use. The reduction in solids was matched by reliability which 
reduced manpower requirements significantly. 
 
The specification of the S2000 unit followed extensive on site testing. 
 
Below are two different filters: on the left two Phoenixes are used to 
protect an RO system on a remoter site, and on the right a multiple 
EasyClean unit, rated at 12 microns, used before a Crypto cartridge 
filter, which can now last several months before it requires changing.  
 
The same system uses TC filters, rated at 25 microns, at the front 
end  to protect the ion exchange units which are before the very fine 
filters. 
 
The filters here are all PLC controlled and the element rating can be 
changed in a matter of minutes.  Very little maintenance is required and both sites are remote, so complete reliability is 
very important.  
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The design of TC Filters is subject to modification or change without 
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